leave out the very important nuclear pairing correlations which are known ,to prefer more symmetric shapeso For example, pairing correlations are responsible for the occurrence of a vast number of spherical nuclei 3 ). Kumar and Baranger 4 ) have shown that the shapes of the deformed nuclei in the rare earth region are in fact axially symmetric rather than ellipsoidal also because of the pairing have shown that both T = 0 and T = 1 pairing 7 ) can be simultaneously treated by introducing a complex order parameter f::". corresponding to n-p pairing. np .
They have also derived simple gap equations for N = Z nuclei in a deformed H. F.
representation by ensuring that (T) = 0, i.e., the expectation value of all components of lsospin vanish in the ground state. In this paper we shall •
We start 'With the Hamiltonian 'Where ~vpcr are isospin indices. c~ denotes the creation operator for the single particle H. F. state 1Q1J.) (2) expanded in terms of the spherical Ijm) representation. The coefficients ex ¢jm are independent of ~ forN = Z nuclei and are obtained by solving 'Where ~.F. is given in the spherical representation by (6) ~here Vo = 50 MeV, a = 1.37 fm, and the oscillator parameter b = 1.65 fm have. ..... , .
.. ~ .
.
.. 
. (13 ) , ' > " ". ' . . . 24
The gap and number equations (10) and (12) are solved for Mg using both the axially sym.'!letric and the asymmetric Hartree-Fock solutions of ref. 1. In the'axially asymmetric state there is no lowering of energy due to pairing. 
The result iSf'i 2 /2~ ~ 0.25 as compared to' the triaxial value ef 0.23.
, 2
Since the cranking medel is 'W~ll known to' everestimate the value ef f'i /2 ~ , the present value may be in better agreement 'With the experimental mement ef , 2/ .
inertia ef
The energy ef the lewest twO' quasiparticle. state is feund to' be 1~:8
MeV. The first intrinsic excited state is seen to' be at 4.97 MeV which is consistent with the predicted gap and also shows that there is no prominent 24.
vibrational structure in Mg
Let us discuss some of the criticisms of the present calculation.
(1) The usual criticism of any n-p pairing theory is that n-p pairing assumes an average property for even-even and odd-odd (N::: Z). nuclei whereas in reality the odd-odd nuclei look very different. That this is not a serious defect bas already been painted out in ref. 5 . Here we note that the main reason that the even-even and the odd-odd nuclei look so different is that the H. F. fields are so much different. For example, the H. F. solutions for odd-odd nuclei 9 )
do not have time reversal invariance so that the structUre of pairing in actual odd-odd nuclei would be .entirely different. The mixing of the odd-odd wave 'function into that of the even-even wave function as implied here is entirely
. that of a hypothetical odd-odd nucleus introduced by non-conservation of the number of particles and can be largely remedied by projection method.
(2) We have not carried out the treatment of the pair-field self-consistently with the Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov field. ,This however seems to be unimportant firstly because Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov is warranted only for transitional nuclei where the energy of the paired state is within the ground state fluctuation energy of the lowest H. F. state. This is seen not to be the case.
Secondly, one can directly verify from our calculations that the pairing matrix is appr ox1mat ely canonical in the axially sym.llletric H.F.
representation as calculated here. A.
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